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AGENDA ITEM 104 (continued)

QUESTION OF KOREA

(a) WITHDRAWAL OF ALL THE FOREIGN TROOPS STATIONED IN SOUTH KOREA UNDER THE

FLAG OF THE UNITED NATIONS

(b) URGENT NEED TO IMPLEMENT FULLY THE CONSENSUS OF THE TWENTY...EIGHTH

SESSION OF THE GENERAL ASSE~mLY ON THE KOREAN QUESTION AND TO MAINTAIN

PEACE AND SECURITY ON THE KOREAN PENINSULA

(A.9703/Add.1~-3, A/9741/Add.1-5 and Corr.l; A/C.l/1048, lo49/Add.l;

A/C.l/L.676/Rev.l, L.677, L.704 and Corr.l, L.705).

~. BELLIZZI (Malta): Mr. Chairman, since this is the first time

that my delegation has spoken in this Committee during the current session,

I should like very briefly to express to you and to the officers of the Committee

our sincere congratulations on your unanimous election. Permit me also, Sir,

to express to you my sincere admiration for the skill and ability ~th which

you have been discharging the duties of your high office in conducting

the work of this Committee.

Once again\this year the First Committee has before it the question of
Korea? and once again my delegation is honoured to sponsor a draft resolution,

contained in document A/C.1/L.677, dated 7 October 1974, which, in our reasoned

view, is best calculated to serve the cause of genuine peace.

The question of Korea, one of the few remaining relics of the cold war,

has so far proved impervious to the warm winds of detente. Against the explicit

will of the entire Korean people~ their country is still artificially divided.

Of more direct concern to us is the fact that for a quarter of a century the

United Nations has allowed itself to play a role in Korean affairs which it

should never have assumed, and it is precisely that role, represented by the

presence of foreign forces in Korea under the United Nations flag, that we

wish to see brought to an end. Since the United Nations first became involved

in Korea the Organization has more than doubled in membership. Today its

composition is almost universal and it more faithfully reflects international

opinion. The passage of time should also have enabled us to look back objectively
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at events which took place in earlier years. If necessary, we ou~~t to be

able to pass adverse judgement upon certain decisions taken in the past which~

under similar circumstances today, would certainly not be repeated. We have

no desire to reopen old wounds. We do not have to recall the full histo~y

behind the United Nations involvement in Korea. Although our perception of

the situation as it exists today must inevitably take account of the past and

of past mistakes, it must be directed essentially towards the future. For

that purpose we ought to make a fresh start, and those cold warriors of the

past whose physical presence in Korea is a continued reproach to the United

Nations must finally stand aside.

Last year, the General Ausembly took a decision which, it was hoped, would

move the situation in Korea on to a positive path towards peace. The dissolution

of the United Nations Commission for the Unification and Rehabilitation of

Korea was viewed by many as the first step towards a meaningful dialogue between

North and South. Unfortunately, those hopes have not been realized, and, in

my delegation's view, the reason is not far to seek. For the dissolution of

UNCURK was only the first part of what should have been a twofold step. The

other and complementary part of that step, Which has still to be taken, is

the withdrawal of foreign forces from South Korea. As I ~ointed out last year

in my statement before this Committee, logic demanded that the United Nations

military presence should have been withdrawn before, or at least simultaneously

with, the dissolution of UNCURK. UNCURK was perceived by its champions as the

political presence of the United Nations in Korea. Having a political role,

it could come into play only after military options had been abjured and no

further military role was contemplated. But although it was decided that there was

no role for UNCORK to play, the military personnel were allowed to remain as

if hostilities were expected to break out at any moment. In such circumstances,

and especially because of the attitude of those who opposed any military

withdrawal, it is not at all surprising that the North-South dialogue has failed

to move forward.
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However, the decision taken by the General Assembly last year finally to

dissolve UNCURK was certainly an important step _... even if it did not go far

enough. At least it put a stop to one form of interference in Korean affairs.

Another positive achievement last year was the abandonment of the atteD~t

to press for the simultaneous admission of North Korea and South Korea as

separate Members of the United Nations. Such a prospect was rie~tly seen to

lead towards perpetuating the division of the country. Instead~ the Assembly

paid a tribute to the three principles of national reunification which had been

solemnly proclaimed by the North and the South in their Joint Statement of

4 July 1972. On the basis of these three principles~ namely, independence,

peaceful reunification and great national unity, hopes ran high for the

realization of the Korean people's goal of reunification.

When the Democratic People's'Republic of Korea put forward its five-point

proposal for national reunification in June last year, it Was a serious effort

to translate into practice the North-South Joint Statement. It called

essentially for the cessation of the state of military confrontation and the

easing of tensions, the launching of a programme of collaboration in many

fields between the North and the South, the convening of a Great National Congress,

and the creation of a North-South Confederation which would enter the United

Nations as one single entity. Those proposals fully meet the universal desire

from which nobody dissents -- for peaceful reunification.

It must be said, however, that while the Democratic People's RepUblic of

Korea has spared no effort to attain this goal, the same cannot be said for

others whose attitude suggests that they prefer to make permanent the division

of Korea whilst paying lip service to the principle of reunification. This

attitude is engendering deep resentment amongst the entire Korean people, of

which the political unr~st in South Korea is a visible expression. My

Government fully understands the yearning of the Koreans for reunification and

it condemns every attempt to delay or undermine its attainment.

It is clear to my delegation -- as it must be to many in this hall .-

that the majo~ obstacle to prcgress was a~d is the presence in South Korea
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,
of a sUbstantial number of foreign forces under the fla3 of the United Nations.

Is it possible that, in the light of present realities:. any lingering doubt
,

could still persist that there is no justification today fl..r the 't:r~ited IJations

fIar. and the troops it shelters to remain on Korean soil? It has been claimed

that the withdrawal of those forces would jeopardize the continuation of the

Korean Arnustice Agreement. ~~ delegation for one finds it difficult to take

that argument seriously.

In the first place, it is pertinent to ask wby has there been no progress,

during all these years;, to l::ove frcr,~ a state of armistice to a state of peace.

By definition, an .al'mi13tice is only a truce, a'temporary cessation of hostilities,

and it makes no sense to attach more importance to an armistice than to a

lasting peace.

But while the overtures of the Democratic People's Reru1lic of Korea to

conclude a peace agreement have been rebuffed~ every conceivable argument is

adduced to prevent progress on the plea that it may prejudice the existing

armistice. If there has been no advance from al~mistice to peace in the

past two decades, a major portion of the blame must be at'ta.clH~d to the

continuing presence of foreign forces and to tteir destabilizinG influence on

the situation. In any event, nw delegation considers that if foreign troops

are withdrawn -- as they should be - .. in accorda.nc~ "Idth a resolution ol' the

General Assembly, the resolution it8elf sho~ld provide an adequat~ guarantee

for the preservation of peace in Korea.

No one seriously believeo that the armistice has been !ll eserved in Korea

because of the presence in South Korea of foreien forces. After all it was

those same forei~n forces that were involved in the Korean 1/0.1'. If ther~ haD

been no renewal of h013tili ties since that tilae it is because of the cOlnmitment

of the Korean peQIJle) ttlluerpinnetl t.~. thE. p': li Ci8S ef tlo.e .;.:~r.:()crati r. Ft.,Ol,l€: I S

Republic of Korea) to the cause of peace au..1 peaceful reunifi cp.tion. !J.'he

withdrav/al of' all foreign forces from Korea can only atld in~petus to that CCl.UtH.:.

Conversely~ their continu~u preaence can only thwart it. ForJin fact~ th~

Armiotice A~reer.lent itself envisaf:1;ea the wi thdra\1ul of all foreii~n troopt> from

Korea after the cea.se fire. The continued presence of :::'ol~eic;n forces io
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therefore a vi-lation of the Armistice A(~reement, as it is likewise a violation

of the three principles of the North-South Joint Statement, '\'1hich called for

peaceful reunification without foreiGn interference.

The claim that those foreign troops are in South Korea to defend it against

the alle~ed aggressive desicns of the North simply cannot be talten seriously. It

is difficult to accept that the South) with double the population of the North~

should seriously feel threatened. It is even more difficult to accept that, with

regular armed forces reportedly totalling nearly three quarters of a million armed

men, the South needs the protection of another 40,000 foreign troops, more or

less, in order to ensure its security.

One is forced to the conclusion that the presence of those foreign troops,

armed with the most modern offensive weapons, is designed to promote other

interests which are hardly in accord with the interests of the Korean people

or with the interests of the ovenlhelming majority of Member States.

At the fourth non-·aligned summit held in Algiers last year, the

assembled Heads of State and Government unani~ously adopted a resolution which

called for the withdrawal of all foreiGn troops stationed in South Korea under

the United Nations flag and the cessation of all foreign interference in the

i!.ternal affairs of Korea. That call has been echoed by many speakers

during the eeneral debate in the plenary Asselllbly and during the debate in

this Committee at the current session of the General A~sembly. It is a call

which must be heeded, for it is a genuine call for peace which the vast

majority of rllankind have lllade their ovTn. It is for this reason that rriY

delegation is confident that the draft resolution in document A/C.l/L.617

will not fail to be adopted by a larae majority.
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With regard to this draft resolution, my delegation would like to stress

that the Committee has two different subitems before it. The firot, item 104 (a),

is entitled "Hithdraw'al of all the foreign troops stationed under the flag

of the United Nationsl!. The second is item 104 (b), entitled "Urgent

need to implement fully the consensus of the twenty-eighth session of the

General Assembly on the Korean questi~n and to maintain peace and security

on the Korean peninsula". Item 104 (a) was proposed for inc:..,.sion in the

Assembly's agenda in document A/9703 of 16 August 1974, whilst item 104 (b)

was proposed only on 3 September 1974, in document A/9741. The draft

resolution in A/C.l/L.677 is the first and only one which addresses itself

to item 104 (a), and my delegation commends it for the support of this

Committee.

The CHAIRMAN (interpretation from.Spanish): I thank the

representative of Halta for his kind congratUlations addressed to me and

the other officers of the Committee.

r~. HOLLAI· (Hungary): This is not the first time that my delegation,

with the majority of the delegations present, has expressed its satisfaction at

the growing number of signs bearing evidence of the steadily widening scope

of co-operation among States having different social systems, as a result

of tne efforts of peace-loving peoples. In the general debate in the General

Assembly, practically every speaker relied upon the facts when stressin~

the necessity of furthering international co-operation; for mutual trust,

as well as serious consideration of the problems awaiting solution, can

prevent the existing differences of opinion from leading to a conflict

threatening a new world conflagration. This trend is today called peaceful

coexistence, not only by the socialist countries thRt first initiated this

process, but also by many others in this conference room, and we all benefit

by it. But this trend can also be called the only reality of our times, so

full of contradictions as it is. To strengthen it fu~ther we have to join

forces and eliminate all vestiges of the cold-war period, amonG them first
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of all the unsolved question of Korea, which is a disgrace to the

community of nations because the illegal stationing of foreign troops in

South Korea is a constant source of tension and an obstacle debarring the

situation in Asia from improving as it already has in other regions of the

world.

In its statement made in this Corr~ittee at last year's session my delegation

reviewed the main events of the inglorious past history of the United Nations

in re~ard to the question of Korea, and concluded by stating that

the difficulties blocking the way towards the peaceful reunification of the forcibly

divided !Col'ean people 'Here beinr: rerr.ove~l, and th::a.t v;hat we ex!,ected fron' the Dnited

Nations was nothing less than to c01:tri"r '""tf! to this. 'Thr;l.t i~ th~ 1'.i:::toric

duty of our Organization because more than a quarter Cif a century Ei;-'O, yielding

to pressure from the United States, ~hen aspiring for world hegemony, it

wronged the long-suffering ~orean people by dividing it into two parts.

lvhat really happened was that the United States at that time involved the

United Nations in the realization of its own aims.

On the road towards the definitive liquidation of the burdensome

heritage of the United Nations, the General Assembly at its twenty-eighth

session took the first step by deciding to dissolve the so-called United

Nations Commission for the Unification and Rehabilitation of Korea, at the

same time e~q)l~essing the hope that the two parts of the country would

continue their dialogue and efforts accprding to the three principles of the

Joint communique of 4 July 1972. Events of the past year have proved that

this one step the political importance of which is today contested by

no one, least of all by the two sides concerned -- has not been and could not

be sufficient for the definiti,~e and complete solution of the question of

Korea. In seekinc; the unaerJ.yitl,·~ cau!:$~~, I s1Juuld like to eml'hasize stronGly

that the blame cannot in 'bhe least Lh': ],Jut upon the Democratic People's

Republic of Korea, ",hich , has renem'ed its efforts to continue the dialogue

and to remove the obstacles to a solution.

Hungary has been united traditionally in close friendship with the

Democratic Pl:ople' s Republic of Korea ever since its fOl'mation. Just as in
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the past, my country will in the future give the Democratic People's

Republic of Korea the best assistance it can to promote its progress~ as

we highly appreciate its socialist pOlicy of peace which is a significant

contribution to the strengthening of the ideas of peaceful coexistence.

~e are sincerely pleased with the considerable results it has achieved in

the field of economic development and in the material and cultural

advancement of its pe:ople.

My Government holds the view that it is necessary to comply immediately

with the just demand that the greatest obstacle to the peaceful reunification

of the Korean people be eliminated, and therefore my delegation has Joined 38 others

in sponsoring the draft resolution under the item entitled ilv!ithdravral of all the

fOi"eign troops stationed in South Korea under the flag of the United Nations ll
•

In the Assembly's general debate the Foreign Minister of my country stressed

~he ~leed for the United Nations to contribute to this end:

"rtw Government supports the efforts of the Democratic People's Republic

of Korea towards the peaceful unification of the country. It hopes

that the United Nations will also do its share, that it will not

tolerate any further abuse of its flag after a quarter-century, and

that it also will get all foreign troops "tithdralYn as soon as possible. t:

(A/PV.2260 .. p. 50)

He all know full well YThat purpose the establishment of a United Nations

Command served over a quarter of a century 8rO, ~,.,hen the f',ecllrit;, Council, in

gross violation of the United Nations Charter, backed up the United States

aggression. The Security Council has never appointed a Commander to that

Command, nor has it asked the Command to render account of its work. Neither

has it been interested to knovT what units make up the so-called United Nations

forces stationed in South Korea or Hho pays those troops.

The presence of foreign troops in South Korea under the United Nation~,

flag is inadmissible, for it constit.utes United Nations interference in the

internal affairs of the Korean people, hinders the implementatic.'U of .the

principles of peaceful reunification and m,tionn.l unity, and obstructs

efforts to promote the interests of the entire Korean people.
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The complete liquidation of the vestiges of imperialist aggression,

the withdrawal of foreign troops, and the dismantling of foreign military

bases in South Korea would comply not only with the common desire of the

peace-loving peoples of the world but also with an imperative demand of our

times. Every people has the inalienable right to choose its own road of

peaceful progress, independently, without outside interference. In view of

the outstanding achievements of the Democratic People's Republic of Korea, and

being aware of the entire Korean people's manifest desire for peaceful unification,

my delegation firmly believes that compliance with the above demand cannot

be put off any further.

The Hungarian delegation welcomes and supports the conceptions and

proposals made known to us all by the Vice-Minister for Foreign Affairs, Comrade

Li Jong ~ok of the Democratic People's Republic of Korea, It is our task,

by putting an end to foreign interference -- to United Nations interference,

that is to say -- to help the entire Korean people to realize its aspiration

for unification.

The Hungarian delegation hopes that the community of nations, recognizing

the legitimate interests of the Korean people and furthering the noble

purposes of the world Organization, will once again prove its ability to

contribute to the cause of peace and security by eliminating this source

of international tension •

•
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!·Ir. SULEHIAN, (Li Ly an Arab ReylUbli c) (interpret ation from Arabi c) :

Once more the General J.tssembly is cons irteril1g the question of :Corec'. ') and ,·re "rould

have hoped that the t"TO parties concerned ~rould have arrived. in

1974 at a solution of that problem on the basis of the Joint COJ11l11tmique

si{Sned on 4 July 1972 and of the consensus reached by the General J\ssej]bly at

its t'·lenty··eighth session. Yet to our cl.ee'l"'\ rer;ret, this optimistic hope he.s not

been fulfilled.

In the course of this year no concrete 2')ro~ress has been achievec~ tovrards

the realization of tile objectives rllentioned in the Joint Communique anc1 the

consensus. I do not i'lish to reviel'T ~1ere the causes that impec1.eJ. such pror;ress

for they have been uentionecl in full detail and clarity in the cOlilprehensive

statement of the head of the deler:ation of the Democratic Peo"9le's Republic

of ICorea on 25 iTovember last.

The fact that the United Nations discusses the question of Korea every year

{Si ves rise to various queries on the role of t:le United Nations and its

involvement in the problem. I do not ,·rish here to review the history of t~lis

proble:-.l nor the involver;ent of the Dni ted nations. Yet I have a few observations

to raalte reGardin.:; the question itself and the vievls of rw delegation.

We all realize that the question of Korea has been with the Or~~1ization

since the ver;l be:;ii1ninG and iTas one of the manifestations of the colo lTar

bet'ueen the tllO camps. Dr.::_pite the fact that over 25 years h::.lve ela'l")sed) this

proble~ has still not been r~solve~ and imperialis~ still engaees in various

manoeuvres in order to r.!aintain its 1)resence am1. influence on the l~orean

peninsula, even if it has to resort to thf:; Unite!'. nations as a cover for its

manoeuvres. The stru3Gle of the r:orecl1 r.:eo"'::lc to achieve reunification

independently and peacefully) al'lay froJr any forei~n forces or interference was

tile focal point in the Joint Conununique issut;.:,' ~~~r the S:)uth :md iTorth on

4 July 1972) as \-Tell as the consensus adopted 'by the:: General Assembly on

28 Hovember 1973.

Yet despite the fact that the parties have a.~reed on the nrinciples

laid doym in the Joint Communique, they have not nro[:;ress to\ofarc1s the

implementation of the points mentioned therein ~ and "le are i.,rell allare of the

r.lain causes that have impeded, and still i!Tl:!?ede~ the reRlization of the

objectives of the Korean people and their aspirations to national reuni fication
•
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am~ reconstruction of t~1eir country and to li ve in ')c::ace ai,ray frOi'; foreirm

illfluC:ilce. The:: i'.~03+' oi C'ni fico.nt of these r;'.3.,USCS _ in our viei'T J is the

presence of forei(l1 troorls in South Korea uncler ,'That is T'1:i.slea.rlinr:l~T called the

flac; of the LJni tl"';l :Jations J ',Those nan:e "Tas 1.1'(\1) 'ht in ',;hen t!1E': Securi t;r Council

1.1ecil:c'1 Ll 1~i50 and iu c~rto.in i'1terl1ational circut$tances to sene. military

troo"'s to the :':0r(:an l"811ill!;:mla. Events Jurin .... the T'dJ::t t'oTO dF.:caden h~tVe 1,roven

til.lt tIle D1:"eSenCe of SUC'l trooT's hac irr'l,}:ec.l.ed t.h(: ~ffortc of 1:,l1l':: ::orean ~;.eo'rlle

to',HU"}S reunificatiol1 anJ. }H:l.S 'Lmderrrd.nec1 till;' r.>resti r::e of the Unit er'. ;Tc,tions

sinC'!T~ ncts of a'· ...r(:ssion sr": still bciufT e~~e:rcised in its nar:e

ffhe ',ren,,:,r3.1 P,SGel,lbly hus realizE::c1. this bitter truth af'tpl' the passaJ'Te of

ov('r a quarter of a. ccntl11" '1j'l' has accor<1.in :l'r !3ouaht to tak~ t:~"" first ste'l"l

to rectify the lJitu:ltioil. rr'his i,ras deci~:,;cl at the last session 1·,lHm it

decided tC' rJissolvc' tlJ(" Pr,; i,:-.:1 ::ati (lm: CC'T"r. i ss ion for the ~'rli i'i cati on and

Re~w..1ilitntion of ::or~::. 'lh~ nr:;xt rracti cnl and e::;sential ste:'l \'10ulCl. be th0
,

hu,etlinte .:i th1:ra~·ral 0 f fClrc,i f")l troo'Os or to be Lore accurate) Uni te:1 State::;;

trC'onG J stati 011(-'11 in (,~outh .~oreA. under the fl~,: of the t:niteel "iations. r.rlle

~'rl':S~ilC(: of t.llc,~c.: trom')s is ll1..:~ 1. consoli,l'ltion c,f tiH: spli ttr::rs I ends in

~jOUt.i .:01'(;[1 ~m':' a cons olL'l.ation of the arti fici ~1 :"n.rti tiO'l that h~s ~'I'?en i:l1~OSe(:

0,1 tIll"..~(l1·!;.:nn ]'~'Olllt' nr::ti.~;,t J·t.5 "'ill. '1_~'H? acts: ef 3'"':rre?£\ion connittccl by

t!lt:~S(:l fol'c'j,:,,'1 trooTs n.:id tij·'il' Ct~"i in'.l.r~.J 'Ir';;,·~ ..:nJco.:' in r~out:1 1:ore~ un;'.er t~le nane

of tl'," tinitc" Fathm:i C('\!l.-;i i':·.~Jt or. a flFl,0'rant violn.tic))1 of thc Chc.l'ter an~ is
,

r.lonsi,ler·~d ail Op:l1 i 'It ('1'f'f :::-,'.;:r;cp in I.he intl'111ul affai 1'0 of t~!e ::orean :neopll?

0.11'1 an "lttenl't to i:.,·o~;.,~ t~h'.! po.rtitioll of the country a,'ainst the ,·rill of thc;>

l:oreall }~"",!'l~l fOl' rf:ul:ification. 'l'1!t; tine ~H3.S cone for 'lembers of the Unitec'

::nt.iof':; to ~ ut all ";lIJ to t~d;; fla.(~rant v':'C'l~,tio;'l of i:.he Vnitec1 i'Iations Charter

t~ui1 t(, jni:~ t;l(; l1ni ted iJatit...n:; plrN a COl1cr~tc 1'::'11<,:, in restod n·· 'Jeace to r;OrG8

'l!J'.! in t:l~~ r~":'l,lific atioll of th," ;':orcan Pt:.·Ol,lc to enable it to o~cUI'Y its

~l1'l rOl',l'lntl:! :1.'Jct} ClLOll'; tdE' '-;:o"'l":c> of th0 porlCl,., ,-

'(I,e.' :'1.r l ':Ull:'nt, 'n? hear' frOlo 1 ;'30Ll(~ cl.C'le n:at.iol1's Ll the coul's!' of the Fcneral

,~E,~,."tL: t.o the ',~ ffcct th:lt ,d to:: :"~l'Q:\'lal of thene for ..... i '".+1 troo"D fre'T So,·t.:l ;(orea

"10uld threaten tLl:' Arl:lioticc i\r;rGC"111ent of 1~.153 3on<.1 ur.'set t.he l:iili tnrJT

balance in the area and ctJl1sequently ,.,ould threaten peace an,' securi t:{ in the
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Korean peninsula is weal;: and unfounded and is another weans of usinn; the name of the

United Nations to perpetuate the presence of foreign troops in South Korea

to safeguard the dictatorshir dOJ inatinG South Korea and to ~aintain the

imperialists' interests in the area.

Here we should like to raise the question whether the rep'i,,:'e in South Korea

really represents the truth about the Korean people in the southern rart, and

'vhether it really depends on the will of the Korean people. If so, why

n:luld it refuse the withdraioTal of forei r.;n troops? Tne rejection of the

withdrawal and its insistence on the presence of these troops is clear evidence

of the true nature of this regime and of its dependence on the UniteQ States of

America. The attempt to refer the matter to the Security Council for consideration

is but another attempt to ~erpetuate the status quo.

The people of the Libyan Arab Republic is among those peoples vTho firmly

believe in the princ~ple of the unity of peoples, and accordinely 1·rill fully

support the efforts of the Korean people in its just stru~fle for national

reunification and the elimination of the artificial partition imposecl upon it by

force for over two decades. The Joint Comnmnique of 1972 and the principles

present therein are but a clear affirmation of the true desire of this people for

reunification through peaceful means and without any foreign interference.

The peoples of this Organization should seek to ellminatc all obstacles and

di fficulties 'VThich impede the reali zation of the lavrful aspirations of the Korean

people.

The attempts at maldn3 the t1-tO parts of Korea join the United Hations

separately is but another manifestation of the policy of imposing partition

on peoples. ne find that it 1vill only serve to consolidate this geogra:?hic

and political division, and would mali:e it difficult to reunifv the ueo,!?le after

having the two parts of Korea join the United Nations separately. To say

that there is nothing that would impede the reunification of Korea after this

step would be rather illogical. •

In conclusion 1I I shoulcl like to say that LlY' delegation is amOl'lg the sponsors

of the draft resolution in document A/C.l/L.677, and we consider that this draft

resolution is truly expressive of the desire of the Korean people for reu~ification

and .r its vie1v re;arding the presence of forei~n troops in South Korea which

constitutes the main obstacle impeding the dialoGu~ and constructive talks between

North and South for the reuni fication of the country through peace ful means.
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Hence, the withdrawal of such troops is essential to the achievement of

this noble task and to the implementation of the lofty principles of the

Charter. ~

This draft resolution attempts to eliminate a major obstacle to the

resumption of talks between North Korea and South Korea. It leaves it to

the parties directly concerned, after the removal of that obstacle, to adopt

the necessary and appropriate measures to solve their problems related to the

withdrawal of these troops stationed in South Korea.

We believe th~c in adopting this draft resolution the General Assembly will

be taking an important and basic step towards the realization of the aspirations

and objectives of the Korean people, as indicated in the 1972 Joint Communique.

It is not true that, as some speakers here have said, the adoption of this

draft resolution would constitute an obstacle to the implementation of the

objectives of the Joi~t Communique.

The draft resolution in document A/C.l/L.676 would refer the matter to

the Security Council for consideration in due course. We do not know when this

"in due ccurse" is to be. Perhaps it would be at a time convenient to the

imperialist Powers -- that is, once they had achieved their own designs.

In our opinion, this draft resolution will perpetuate the presence of United

States troops in South Korea against the will of the Korean people. That is

particularly true because certain Powers use their veto in the Security Council

to frustrate the will and desires of struggling and militant peoples, against

the wishes of the majority of United Nations Members. The attitude adopted by

cert~in permanent members of the Security Council towards the expulsion of the

racist South African rec;ime is a very clear indication of the abuse of the

rieht of veto.

Mr. KINENE'(Uganda): One of the most tragic -and painful issues
•

of which this Organization has been seized during the past two decades has

been that of a divided Korea and the inevitable consequence of that unfortunate

situation. The fate of the entire people of Korea, both in the North and in the

South, is yet another glaring example of the imperfect and cruel world in which
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we live. It is disturbing testimony to the consequences of imperial and

foreign interference in the affairs '.'1' r.ler~ and nations whose only crime is

either the size of their territory or a determination to shape their

q,estiny in a manner befitting their needs and aspirations. My delegation

feels both pain and emotion about the question of Korea because we represent a

small nation and, like the r~:~le of Korea, we value our sovereignty and

independence and cherish our sacred right to shape the destiny of our country

and people, withcut interference frc~'any quarter whatzoever, in a manner we

deem appropriate.

The persistence of the Korean question remains, in the view of my

delegation, a direct defiance of the very basis of our noble Charter. The r:Lght

of peoples and nations alike to ieaid~ freely and without undue interference

from foreign sources is sacred and enshrined in the Charter of the United Nations.

It is therefore ir.c~nber.t upon us as Member States, and indeed upon the.
, ited Naticns itself, in discussing the Korean question to put courage before

~,:il:atic.n and duty before prejudice in facing up to the realities and the

illusions of the Korean question. We must vlr.ric~~e the trust and faith which

nations and men have placed in the United Nations.

In the view of my delegation, the experience of the people of Korea in

the last two decades or so poses a serious and grave challenge to the sovereignty,

integrity and indeed peaceful existence of all sreall nations of the world.

It is thus logical and appropriate that t:'.-nnda, both as a smfl,ll nation and as a

1'IE:: .ber t' this Organization, shculd express its concern over the issue and call

for an urgent, just and permanent solution to the agonizing Korean ~rcbl~l .

The Uganda Governnlent believes -- and believes with abundant conviction -- that

the Korean rr.:,bJ er' is initially a !{creo.n affair. That being the case, we believe

that a. meaningful solution, a solution permanent in nature, must of necessity
•

take into full account the wishes and aspirations of the entire people. That,

in the view of my delegation, can be achieved only by the ncn-interference by

anybody in the affairs of the entire people of Korea.
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Thus, my delegation is convinced that non-interference in the affairs of

Korea is a fair and just basis on which a meaningful solution can be found.

v7e therefore join the other peace-loving nations in calling for the immediate

and total removal of foreign troops stationed on Korean territory under the

flag of the United Nations. It is a fact that the United States of America

maintains its forces in South Korea, and we call upon that nation to disengage

those forces from Korean soil. Their presence, in the view of my delegation,

runs counter and is diametrically opposed to all the efforts both by this

Organization and by the Korean people themselves to establish a nleaningful. .
dialogue with a view to establishing a meaningful solution to the Korean problem.

My GoverDnlent has always stood firm in opposing injustices anywhere and in

any form, resulting as they normally do from foreign domination and occupation.

We do not need to be reminded of the consequences of such obnoxious and cruel

situations, for, like many ether nations represented here, we know them only

too well.

The Korean people are entitled to an atmosphere that is conducive to fair

judgement in discussing their destiny. We must give them all the necessary

encouragement. We cannot do so by allowing foreign troops to police their

destiny against their wishes. Furthermore, with our past experience, we cannot

allow such a force to come from an imperialist super-Power by the name of the

United States of America. For rarely do the interests and goals of an imperial

Power coincide with the wishes and aspirations of the indigenous people, and

Korea is no exception.
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Tr..is in fact has been the tra{tedy of the Korean people. In callin~ !\')r

immediate removal of foreign forces from Korean territory, ive do so as l?art

and parcel of our policy of total rejection of imperialism and colonialism,

for this we believe is the only way small nations can survive, shane and sustain

their destinies in accordance with their asuirations and in a manner they deem

a:n:9ro:9ri ate.

In a world so interdependent, we cannot be indifferent to situations or

tragedies simply because of geor,raphical distance, for we believe that the

consequences of a threat or combat beyond our borders will inevitably affect

us. Thus ive equallY believe that am' peace that daims on the troubled :parts

of the globe is an achievement for the international community which ,nust be

valued and saluted by all.

The Uganda Government, in calling for a just and fair solu~ion to the

Korean problem based primarily on the withdrawal of foreian troops and strict

non-interference by external forhes in the affairs of the ~eo~les of ICorea,

does so in the supreme regard and high esteem ire hold for both the 1)eo:ole of

South and North Korea. ~W country maintains diplomatic and friendly relations

with the Governments of South and North Korea. 1fe have resident Ambassadors

of both nations in our capital, Kampala, and we exchange with both nations

missions of goodwill. We maintain economic, cultural and social links. Thus

we believe that encouragement for the peoples of Korea to establish a dialo~ue

among themselv~s in their efforts to solve their problems and reunite their

motherl~id is a noble duty that we should resolve to fulfil individually and

collectively.

The U~anda delegation, like the rest of the members of the international

community, received with optimism and satisfaction the Joint Communique issued

by North and South Korea on 4 July 1972. It ra.isec1. our hones and exnectations

b th . ." .,....,...,~ ...; q .. ',-"t"l;l't .: ..L.~'\. -'rl· .. ,. ~ ..~ ...... ~ .. #·,'''t~«'1 "... ,.. .t'~ir h?usisecause . e communlque~. .... .;. "., , .H,,'" .. .'. '., ,.' '. . ... ., ....J . -.
for an eventual peaceful unification of Korea. Let me, with the innul~ence.
of the Committee, recall the im,,?ortant princinles contained in the communique:

first, that reunification should be achieved inde~endentlywithout reliance

upon outside forces.. or interference; secondly, that rcunification should be
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realized by neaceful means vithout recourse to the use of arms ac:ainst the

other side: thirdlY, that the reunification should Qe realized by nromoting

gre8,t nCl.tional unity as one nation transcendin~ the differences of ideolo!D',

ir.leas and systems.

TIlese ~rinciT)les of nntional reunification of Korea constitute a fair

and rp.asonar.>le basis on ,·rhich both the Forth and South should seel~ an

amicable settle::lent in their endeavour to reunite their homeland. This is

indeed a develop~']ent ancI a steT) in the ri~ht direction. It is a develonment

that must be encouraged, and the role of the United !!ations ic r~ar, and that

is to assist in this direction. ~!y delegation noted ,vith satis~ ction the

encoura::;inr; sten our Or!3anization took to pTomote these :orincinles.

The dissolution of' the United :nations COl"tlmission for the Reunification and

~el1abilitation of Korea 'Tas a very significant decision and a step in the

rir;ht direction because it hel-ped to disenea~e the United nations unfortunate

involvement in the Korean affair. It is further ~ratifyin3 that the decision

,T8,S ado"?ted by consensus, as ivas the hope ex!?ressed at the time that north

and South !{orea should continue their dialo~ue and that '''e on our part shoulo

strive to accelerate the independence and neaceful reunification of South

and r;orth.

It has aluays been the belief of the Uganda Government that the

unfortunate division of Xorea 'vas artificial and temuorary. It was neither

desi ""'ned nor meant to be permanent. It is an undisputed fact that the cHvision

of I':orea into t,vo '!"'arts at the 38th Parallel and the uresent ~e;;larcation line

fixed by the J\rmistice "''1reemcnt of JulJr 1953 1·1O.S not intended to constitute

a nerJ11t"1nent frontier uet'veen tvTO distant countries, but 'vas rather a temporary

wilitarv line or ~Qasurc awaitin~ a nolitical scttlc~ent throu~h neqotiation, which

iTUul,l il1vCllve the 'Hithdra~val of all foreian troOT~~ from Korean soil and the

ncacoful reunification of that nation. But~ alas, due +'0 outside intervention,

the noljtical conference Ivas never h~ld and the forei'tn l'1ilitary "'~res:enc~

becl).tne n end r~alit~r, and so did the unfortunate division of Korea.
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This unfortunate situation has continued to manifest itself in the

de~lorable presence of foreign forces on Korean soil.

As clearly outlined in the draft resolution before the Committee in

document A/e .1/L.677, of which U~anda is a. sponsor, our concern and call for

the withdrawal of foreign troous staticned in South Korea under the fla~ of

the United Nations is timelV, le~itimate and ri~ht. Their nresence remains

the major obstacle to a peaceful solu~ion of the Korean nroblem and it is

an insult to the dignity of our Or~anization and, indeed, a violation of the

principles of our sacred Charter. The. Korean people have a right, like any

other nation, to decide on their destiny without forei~n molestation, and this
~',

right can neither be mort~aged nor suppressed. It is a ri~ht we individually

and collectively must strive to promote and protect. It is an inevitable right

and, indeed, a sacred right •

•

•
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In the view of my delegation, not to respect that right is tantamount

to a great insult to the dignity and the total intelligence of the people of

Korea. Thus the continued presence of foreign troops in Korea is a cruel act

and a great injustice to the cause and the aspirations of the Korean people.

It is a great burden on all peace-loving peoples of the world vnlO sincerely

wish to see peace and unity in that part of the world. We thus call for,

and support very strongly, the withdrawal of foreign troops from Korea and

we deplore in the strongest terms the fact that such forces are bein~ kept there in

the name of our Organization.

Peace in the area is an integral part of peace on the entire continent

of Asia, and we would be bpt.rayin~ the trust of men and compromising with our own

principles if we called for anything less than the total withdrroi~l of foreign

troops and a negotiated reunification of Korea by the Koreans themselves.

This Organization has a commitment and a duty towards the people of Korea.

It is a duty which we must never shirk or abdicate. The duty is to assist

the people of Korea in fulfilling their legitimate and long overdue aspirations

of attaining the peaceful reunification of their beloved homeland. In that

process, therefore, if and when the need arises to give some military aS3istance

in accordance with the wishes of the Korean people, then such assistance must

come from the non-aligned countries. That, if it ever becomes necessary, is
•

the only source from which S\.,;;'3 assistance t'Q'lld be obtained.
It

Lastly, we hope that our deliberations in this Committee will lend new

meaning and strength to the call for a peaceful solution to the Korean problem.

Mr. MEDANI (Sudan): Mr. Chairman, as I arrived only recently in

New York to represent my country as its permanent representative to the

United Nations I have not yet had the pleasure of offering my personal

congratulations to you on your election to the Chair, and also to the officers

of the Committee. A member of my delegation had that honour. May I associate

myself with his words of congratulations, :!vr.ile looldn~ for,,,ard to closer

co-operation between ourselves and our two delegations.
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The United Nations has this year again to deal with one of the residual

items of the cold war. The Korean que~tion was brought to the United Nations

to cover up a military intervention and to implicate this Organization by

means of a myth known as the United Nations military presence in Korea.

In June 1950 a Security Council resolution -- resolution 82 (1950) -- was

manipulated to cover up that intervention. The Council, being unable to

act under I.rticle ~2 of the Charter, recommended by resolution 84 (1950) that

!-.1ember States shoul'1

"••• furnish su~h assistance to the Republic of Korea as may be necessary

to repel the /;0': c3.11e~fl ~rr:cLi attack .,

and invited the United States to establish a unified command.

Each &nd every delegation knows the influence mustered by that super-Power

which was then called upon to establish the sO-JaIled unified cow~and. We all

know the situation in the Security Council at that time. One Power was absent

because another Power was denied its rightful and lawful rights in the

Organization. The result was that the United States had a free hand in the

Security Council, with the support of its allies, to intervene in Korea.

The United States assur.:ed the major responsibility in that intervention

There has never been a prepared plan of a collective nature on the part of

this Organization. That is testified to hy the compos~tion of the forces,

their equipment, the plannir~ of the operations end the commanders of the

so··called United i:ations forces. It is true that some other States did

send detachments to Korea, but those were a mere token contribution to

a force of 800,000 soldiers.

It was not only in Korea that grevious wrong was committed in the name

of the United Nations. It is resrettable to note, in this respe~t, that the

flag of the United Nations has on other occasions been stained with the blood

of the innocent. However, the United Nations sometimes recognizes those

mistakes and those wrongs, although too late, and tries to redress them.
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After the adoption of that frauciulent resolution 82' (1950) by the

Security Council, the General Assembly took ;ome measures to avoid situations

in which the Organization's name might be used for purposes and objectives

other than those of the Charter. The unilateral intervention of one Power

in Korea prompted the Assembly to pass the "Uniting for Peace" resolution,

by which it recommended that member States maintained within their national

forces elements so trained, organized and equipP3d that they could promptly

be made available for any United Nations operations. It is worth mentioning

that, the then SecretarY-General, when the so-called United Nations intervention

was planned in Korea, suggested the establishment of a committee on

co-ordination and assistance to Korea, but that Power which had intervened in.
the name of the United Nations declined to agree to the suggestion. The

~ollective nature of the direction of the affairs of the United Nations forces

vas provided for in the liUniting for Peace" resolution and in subsequent

General Assembly resolutions OIl United Nations peace-keeping operations.

The United Nations had not been called upon to act in Korea ,and the

action t~ten by the Security Council and the Assembly was illegal, since it

was taken against the will of a substantial part of the Korea.n people. The

decision to intervene in Korea was not taken as a result of consultations with

the Korean people. Indeed, a substantial part of the Korean population

considered the United Nations intervention high-handed and unjust. Not only

d~d they oppose the so-called United Nations intervention but they fought

the ~irr:.:ies that interv·-!~c:d. in its name. They have rightly rejectea. the

United Nations claim of trusteeship over their land and their affairs.
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~Vhen we argue that the United Nations did not intervene in Korea we

have reasons to justify our claim. The ~e~oires of the so~called United

Nations con~anders in Korea provide glarin~ testimony and suyport the

contention that the United Nations played no role in that intervention.

General l'Iark Clark, in his book From the Danube to the Yalu, has been

abundantly clear 1n that respect. General Clark 1 when he succeeded

General Ridgway ~ described how he ,.,as briefed in ever-J detail in Hashington

,9.na. how, when United Nations Secretar'J-General, T:r'YBve Lie,

,i. •• asked me to come to see him in Ne"T Yorl~ J I had to tell hi.m tl!at

I was obliged to decline because of lack of time,'

And it was only after several contacts that Gene 1'81 Clark ;;:et ;Lr. Lie.

vlhat irony. The Secretary-3eneral of thL.: Dnited Nations) who by virtue

of the provisions of the Charter has a role to play in pt=8ce-keeping

operations, pleadinG with the so-called United Nations c01:....emuer 'to meet with

him. I~ was General Clark, the so-called United Nations corrJr;ander, uhom we

quoted last year, who said:

i1The Uni"';ed Nations has not the capability of carryinn.; out any of

the hiGh.·flovTn decisions that it makes. I was the Con:TJlander-General

of the United nations Forces irl Eorea., and 1 d,;) not recall [!etting

orders in vThatever form froth the United lIct it)r.s during the entire

war ..• Ho, I vTould not count cm th~ tTl1i tea nations for

anything." (1958th meeting, p. 41)

Indeed, we have been told that th-= Securitr C0tmcil at the time of' the Korean

war was informed of the operations of the Lni tea :ruti ons T<'orce in Korea by mere

press releases. But despite all that ",e hav,: tJl:e:: 1ed to belit:vE:; that it

was Uni tec1 Jati OllS forces that intervene) j I": ~~,)l'~'a.

t/jy delegation would like to venture to inq'-1irE~ about thoJ\:: Jo-c:alled

United Nations forces in Korea. Hhat is the numbf~r of t.hose forces? lIow

are they composed? Ylhat are their plans? Ho,", are they d(~pluy~d? What sort

of equipment do they poss'ess? How frequenvly aoes the f;~cretary·-Genc~ral of

this Or3ani zation receive reports relacin:::; t.o t.h";:'t2 force~,::? Hnw frequ~ntly

does the Security Council ._- which passed resolution 82 (15:0) ."- convene to

revie,v the situation of those forces? Is the deployment of nuclear arms
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in Korea part of the responsibility of the so-called United Nations forces

or have they been deployed there in accordance with the provisions of the

so-called l,~utual :Defence Treaty of 1954 betvTeen the Republic of Korea and

the United States of America? l,jy delee;ation "Tould be grateful to those who

believe that this.Or~anizationhas intervened in Korea if they would be

c;ood enough to supply us vdth adequate replies. He inquired last year about

those forces and we have received no reply. The reply Given yesterday by

the Secretariat was neither adequate nor satisfying.

On the other hand~ it has often been claimed ttat the United Nations

is in Korea to bring about by peaceful means the establishment of a unified,

independent and democratic I~orea under a representative form of government

and to achieve the full restoration of international peace and security in

the area.

Let us assume for the sake of argument that the United Nations did

intervene in Korea with those declared aims~ and let us question which of

those aims have been aCh.ieved. Has the United Nations achieved peace and

tranquillity, while opposin~ armies are facing each other in the area?

Have armaments been reduced? Has the United Nations achieved a redu~tion

of tension -- while we hear conflicting reports from either side on a

nunfuer of violations which each side claims against the other? How can we

forGet that some of the Korean peninsula has been turned into a military

~amp? now can we fail to n~ention that Korean youths have been sent to

support foreign intervention in other l~nds, while part of their country

h~s been turned into a stagine post for espionage activities?

It has been claimed that the intervention by the OrGanization has

achievec1 peace in Korea. Hell, peace has been achieved in bloodier

conflicts in other parts of Indo-China, but without United Nations

assistance.

On the question of unity it is fitting to inquire what sort of unity

the United :lations has achieved while Korea has remained divided for

almost 30 years.

On the issue of instituting a democratic representative Government

in Korea i'le have reason to believe that the opposite has been achieved in
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that part of Korea where the so-called United Nations intervention occurred.

We all recall the popular uprising that toppled the regime of Syngman Rhee,

who had dominated affairs in· southern Korea for such a long time~ because

of its unrepresentative character. As for the present situation in that

part of the country, news media tell us daily of ~ross violations of

fundamental human rights, horrifying cases of suppression of liberty which

are reported even by news media sympathetic to the present regime in southern

Korea. It is perhaps sufficient to note that the United States Foreign

Relations Comndttee has recommended a sharp reduction in military aid to

southern Korea because of the repressive nature of the Park regime. It seems

to us that history is going to repeat itself in that part of the '·Torld.

The myth of the so-called United Nations intervention in Korea has

been nothing but a design to serve the international strategic objectives

of a super-·Power. The United Nations has been used to sanction such

intervention. Security Council resolution 82 (1950) has not nroviueu the necessary

legal alibi. But it is time for this Assembly to call a spade a spade. To

the Sudan delegation the military forces in Korea are not United Nations

forces, and, even if we agree for argument's sake that there have been United

Nations forces in that area, we doubt the wisdom of their deployment there.

~Vhy should the Republic of Korea, with a population of 3~ million people and

an army of 700,000 equipped with sophisticated modern weapons, need United

Nations protection even now 30 years later? The New York Times st~t~s in

one of its issues:

llSO long as Seoul has the loyalty of its people, it would be

extremely foolhardy for the north to atteMpt to topple the south with

its own limited power) even if the south lacl\ed j'Jnerican 1~1ilitary

support. South Korea has roughly twice the population of the north,

and, except for its air force,· a considerably larecr rdlitary machin~.•

EconomicalJy, the south has probably been moving ahead in recent years

more rapidly than ·the north. If attacks by the north were all that

the south had to fc~r, it would probably have no need for American

military aid.: 1
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He could quote many authoritative and educated opinions on military

strategy to shoVT that southern Korea has a lare;er army than the Democrati c People'.

Republic of Korea. Why then is the United Nations there? ~~reover, the

~resence of the United Nations Force in Korea is against the provisions

of the ICorean Armistice Ar.;reement, vThich calls for the vdthdrawal of all

foreic;n troops. If foreir.;n troops have been vd thdravm from the northern

part of the country) it is incumbent upon those who maintain troops in the

south to withdraw them.
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10/ delegation was heartened to listen to the statement of•
His Excellency Hr. Li Jong Mok, Chairman of the delegation of the People's

Democratic Republic of Korea, reiterating his country's readiness to negotiate and

sign a peace agreement with the United States; and discuss with the South the

non-use of force against each other. Furtherrwre, the People's Democratic RepUblic

of Korea is appa.rently read,y to remove the state of confrontation, to consider

reduction of armaments and troops and to establish a joint Horth-South military

commission replacing the so-called United Nations Command. Such an important

policy statement is, in our opinion,. a good reply to those vrho consider the

withdraioral of the so-called Dnited Nations forces as a threat to peace and

security in the region. vlliy should it be assumed that it is either United Nations

trusteeship or iorar and chaos in Korea?

The Korean Peninsula, began to see relative. tranquility when the tvro sides
I

decided to open a dialogue. The Joint Statement of July 1972, si~ed by the

two parties, revolves aroUl1d one issue, that is, unity, which must be achieved

through a peaceful di alogue and without any forei gn interference. Last year

our consensus "ras based on those saIte principles. If one party to the conflict

demands the renunciation and removal of foreien interference, then it has acted, .
vTlthill the spirit of the c.Toint 8tatezr.ent and in accordance with the General Assembly's

consensus adopted last year. If that is not the case, we should like to know

",cat is the l"leaning of th.: viord j"in..1ependence 1
, in the Joint Stat~r.ient and in the

United IJations consensus.

Last year this Assembly, by adoptine the consensus, was able, inter alia,

to dissolve UNCUR!(, the agency that operated on behalf of the United Nations,

intervening in the interna.l affairs of the People's Den:ocratic Republic of Korea.

By so doj n:-- the Asscnibl)r affirmed that peace snd unity in the Korean Peninsula

tire the internlll aff~i,,'s of the COtU1try a.nd its people. Nml it is left to this

P.t,sembly to move a st~p forward and put an end to the last traces of foreign

intervention in lCorea. It is our duty to achieve a total withdra·...Yal of those

foreign troops stationed. in Korea under the United Nations flag. It is shoclting

to hear of a design to dissolve the United Hat.ions Command in Korea, leaving these

foreign troops und~r a different cover, that is, the mutual defence treaty bet"reen

the Dnited StatE-\S and Korea.
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\Vhen those arrr.ed forces intervened in Korea, they had not been invited;

they were not there in the name of the United. states of America. They have been

stationed in ICorea in the nan:e of this Organization. It has been claimed that

foreign troops are in Korea to deal with the special situation in the area.

But the same situation exists today as existed in the ~ast. Th~ cherished

goals of peace and uni.ty are still to be realized. ive have lonr: been arfl:uin~

that the United Nations, in order to help the people 01' Korea, must withdraw the

foreign elen:ents that intervened in the name of the Organization. But withdravTal

does not mean a symbolic gesture of lowering the flag and folding the uniform.

Withdrawal of troops operating in the name of the United Nations means to us

evacuating those troops from Korean soil.

The Sudan delegation maintains that the Power which intervened in Korea in the

name of the United Nations shouJ.d not be allowed to resort to a unilateral decision

to keep those forces in that land. If such a development were to be allowed,

it would an:aunt to recfressing a grievous wrong committed by this Organi zation

by committing another grievous mistake •
•

Foreign troops shouJ.d be withJrawn from Korea. This is the legitimate demand

of the people of Korea -- or, at least, it is the demanc. of a very SUbstantial

number of the Korean people. To put an end to foreign presences and foreign

interventions is the slogan of the hour in the third world. It is high time

to wash the stains of infamy from the name of the United Nations.

That is why we have introduced the draft resolution in document A/C.l/L.677.

The CHAIRl'.1AN (interpretation from Spanish): I thank Ambassador Medani

of the Sudan for the kind references and congratulations which he addressed to

me and to the other offic~rs of the Committee.

Mr. DOSm4U-JOHNSON (Liberia): I~ its intervention in the debate on the

question of Korea at this s~ssion thu Liberian del~gation is) as in all controversial

issues, motivated by the genuine spirit of the ~eac~ maker: especi~lly since ny

country maintains very friGn~ly relations with both North and South Korea.

nevertheless~ we shall be influenced by the spirit, intent and purpose of the two

draft resolutions be:f'..,re us and on the principle that we do unto otters as we would

that they do unto us in manifest justice and fair play.
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v1ar and peace and confrontation between States are serious matters, which

cannot, should not and must never be treated with ideological predilections.

After careful analysis of, and reflection on, the two draft resolutions

in docuItents A/ C.l/L. 676 andA/C .l/L. 677 before this Commi ttee ~ I crave your

indulgence to be heard and I pray that at this moment members of this

Committee will divest their minds of all previous conceptions and prejudice

until they have heard what I have to say, and then arrive at a just and fair

conclusion.

Since the Korean ''1ar in 1950 and the armistice that followed the cessation

of active hostilities in that peninsula, the Korean people have been di vided into

North and South Korea, thus constituting two separate and ideological entities ~

they are both here in observer status as sovereign and independent States.

In recognition of their independent status, the United Hations, by resolution

2516 (XXIV) of 25 November 1969, set up a Commission for the Unification and

Rehabilitation of Korea, n Cot'l'Tlission which was dissolv... .: 1:y the United Hations

last year.

As everyone in this Committee Sh:lUld knovT, North Korea is under Russian or

Chinese assistance and South Korea is under United States s upe'l"vision.

Unificati.on under such circumstances cannot ,therefore ,be automatic. It involves

timo, patience and mutual confidence, which the draft resolution in document

A/C.l/L.677 completely ignores. North Korea insists on the withdrawal of

United Nations troops as a precondition for unification.
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Apprehensive of North Korea's intention~ South Korea has svstematically r~sisted th,
I

withdrawal of troops before unification talks. In 1972,0. form of compromise

was reached for a dialogue between the tvTO States vdthout departure from previous

positions. In 1973,the United Nations voted observer status for both Koreas

with hopes of facilitatinB the dialoaue.

After Ir.A.ture ref1(:ction'i the First Committee reconunendec.1.., and the General

Assembly adopted,a resolution to the effect~ that the tivO Koreas be Biven

time to continue the dialogue on the assumption and in the hope that they might

reach an acceptable settlement. This aspiration and hope the Al~erian draft

resolution in document A/C.1/L.677 seeks to undermine by its wanton interference

in the internal affairs of two free~ sovereign and independent States.

Each of those States has developed its own social, economic and political

philosophy on systems diametrically opposed to each other. In such a situation,

I fail to envisage the possibility of auto~atic inte~ration and unification of

the two States. It is like trying to inte~rate and unifY the United States

and the Soviet Union. It is like telling the United Nations to suspend discussion

on peace in the Middle East and elsewhere} and/or disarM3ment, until all

States have destroyed their stock9i1es of arms. The best thing we can do for

the Korean Strltt=S at this stage is to ensure peace in the area and? in 'the meantime,

recommend the admission of both north Korea and South Korea into the Unitec1

Nations as permanent trembers, as has been wisely done in the case of Germany.

Unless my memory fails me, I did not at that time hear that the NATO forcGo

or the Warsaw Pact forces should first be withdrawn before the two Germanys

were admitted into the United Nations.

We have accorded the two Korean States a de facto membership in the United.._-- ..

Nations in the fervent hope of their ultimate unification without war und suspicion.

'Vle must therefore enter the present debate idth astute statesmanship, nc·t as

communists or socialists or capitalists or democrats, nor a.s non-aligned

nations acting in concert, but as sentient human beinGS, rationally and morally

responsible for our own decisions.
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In this context let me ask these ~r:rtinent questions: Is there anyone

in this Committee who ,rill permit any State to dictate the ways of his country? Or

to say who should Give it technical assistance~ or from whom it should secure arms

and military advisers? Or to whom and at what price it should sell its natural.
resources or its oil? In the defence of their territorial integrity inll they

permit any State~ or even the United Nations~·to dictate the source 0f their

military assistance? The sponsors of the draft resolution in document A/C.l!L.677

say yes. All knowledgeable persons and true lovers of their fatherlands know,

throU{~sh the med.ia, what is taking place in States as far away as North Korea

and will answer a thousand times no. And this is 'tThat the clraft resolution

in document A/C.l/L.67G is sayinr. to the Committee.

Because the Committee is pressed for time~ My delegation would only have.
voted on the resolutions and not participated in the general debate~ but)

apprehensive that the issues involved may be distorted, and forced by circumstances
11

of manifest justice and fair play 'VTe shall endeavour only to set the record

straight without going into the full history of this question~ especially '~1en

it is realized that our chief aim at this moment ~ the chief aim of the United

Nations,is to create a favourable climate for the ultimate peaceful tmification

of the Koreas.

~IY deleGation has listened attentiv~ly to the statements made by the

sponsors of the draft resolution in document A/C.l/L.677. v!hile they hE:,ve

been useful, they have not been convincing.

Politics must focus on t.hings as the;y- are. It is nOi·; conuncn knowledGe

that if North Korea had not invaded South Korea on 2;: June 1950) there would

have been no Korean War and there would hav~ been no Unit~d Nations or Unit~d

S'cates intervention, mth implicit commitment under the Charter of the United

Nations, 'vith a force of 16 fv!ember States under authoritoy of the Security

Counci.l and only the Security Council can authorize their remova.l. The United

Nations Command as of no,., is l1ust 13. handful of senior rlilitary men to

sup~Jrvise the armistice. To remove them without proper safe[.uard will mean "Ta.r.

Let me malce it unmistakably clear that the United Nations COlnrnand and the United

States forces in South Korea are separate and distinct entities.
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Membership in this Organization is the surest means of maintaining peace

in Korea. Without such membership~ it will be peculiarly obtuse for anyone to ask

South Korea to remove the prop~ whereby its security is maintained. The

draft resolution in document A/C.l/L.677 is mischievous and, to say the least,

divisive. Its aim is to keep Korea divided by inviting outside forces to

obstruct the unification process and undermine the dialogue now taking place

between the two States. It is a stumbling-block to regionalism.

The sponsors of the draft resolution in document A/C.l/L.677 are asking this

Committee to do what is not in the contemplation or intention of the North

Koreans themselves. Left to themselves they would never have brought this question

here. By their words 1 ry their very own words in this Committee~ they seek first

co operation and then unification later••Speaking before this Committee on

25 November 1974; the Chairman of the delegation of the Democratic People's

Republic of Korea said, ~p.te_r_ alia:

:1I't is our belief that the north and the south may deepen mutual

understanding and trust through this course, and may institute a Confederation

under the single national title, the Confederal Republic of Koryo. Under

this Confederation the two sides will implement the policies discussed

at the Great National Congress while retaining the present political

systems of north and south Korea as they are for the time being.

"If vTe do not impose our system on the south Korean side, and they

do not impose their system on us, both sides can realize the great unity

of the nation, transcending the differences of political views and

religious beliefs, even though the two political systems existing in

the north and the south are left intact as they are. In that case there

will be neither arms drive nor war; and a strong basis will be built for

realizing the complete reunification of the fatherland. 1f

(2029th meeting, p. 42).

Implicit in these words; one thing is clear: that the North wants cultural

and scientific co..operation and not political integration at this stage. They

imply first and foremost co..operation ~ detente and coexistence as between

sovereign States. And this is possible in short order if the draft resolution

in document A/C .l/L. 677 is withdrawn and the United Nations accords permanent

membership to both sides.
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The probler::s of the two Germanys and Korea are analogous. Hhen East and

West Germany were outside the United Nations they lived in perpetual

confrontation. But since their admission here they have been able to

talk with each other and are more or less at peace:) despite the presence

of forei~n troops on both sides. They were not divided by their own will.

They may yet~ as a result of their membership in the Or~anization, find a

way out towards their unification.

"llien we press for the removal of any form of military assistance that a

State thinks essential to its security, ~lhether authorized by the Security

Council or by any other agency:> we lay ourselves open to suspicion of moti ves. The

sponsors of the draft resolution in document A/C.l/L.677 should take courage

now and Hithciraw their text.

Without attempting to recite the history of the issue, let me state

briefly that the super~Powers at Yalta were responsible for a divided Korea.

They should nOi'l stand godfather to the admission of the two Koreas into the ,
portals of the United Nations as !'1ember..3. If any member doubts the legality of

the forces in South Korea let him search the records, in particular the provisions

of resolution 195 (Ill).

As a sovereign State South Korea? like North Korea, possesses an absolute

right to invite any Government under a bilateral agreement to send troops

to help it to defend its territory. Until the Republic of Korea tells the United

States j or any other nation, to withdraw any troops from its soil, any

attempt ry er.y State or fortuitous majority to coerce it is an unjustified

intervention in the affairs of a sovereign State and contrary to the

fundamental principles of the United Nations Charter. We must take care how

we meddle in the affairs of other States. Precedents in an organization

like the United Nations are dangerous.

To vote for the draft resolution in document A/C.l/L.677 is to undermine

the Charter of the United Nations, 1'1hich is the 1\1agna Charta of all African

and developing States and our shield against the encroachment of all forms

of imperialism. Let us not be intoxicated by high-sounding ideals like
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solidarity I and "non-alignment·,. A vote to withdraw troops from South Korea

.at this staLe l10uld be a bl01·1 to international peace? understanding and,
detente, of potentially historic proportions.

'I'he i\'orean question in its post-l950-l953 conception must be viewed from

the p~rspective of biB-Power confrontation; and~at this moment when the

United Nations needs fresh vision to inspire: both Koreas to peaceful

integration and permanent unification in due course, 1ve must not al101'1 the

supe:c-Pm"ers to use our hands to pull their chestnuLl:l out of the fire.
I

Any 1vrong mov~ t01'1ards hasty action 1'1i1l underl11ine confidence . Precipitate

1vithdrawal of forces will engender great..Pm1er confrontation.

Before talking of removing forces from South Korea; let us find a way

for free movement of ideas and peoples between the t1vO sections, on the

basis of free association and sovereign respect. othe:l',·Tise ~ we 1'1ill be

votine a prescription ~or chaos. The precedent set on this.issue may

eventually mwce our part of the continent of Africa the cockpit of

rivalries srnon3 rich and p01verful neighbours. Let us be1'Tare of dangerous

preceden'cs •

Contrary to what has b~en said about demonstrations and other disturbances

a.irected asainst the Government of South Korea, that Republic has made rapid

prosress in the oocial ~ ecmlomic ana. politica1 fields. In times lilte this,

tiNeEI associated 1'1i th enerf:"Y shortage? inflation, shortage of food and ra,.,

materi~1s and shifts in the balance of power here and there') any nation

would be blind and foolish if it did not t~ce into consideration certain

harsh realities of sUbversion and domestic disturbance. The fa.ct that

Christian priests, joun~€'.lists and other intellectuals in South !Corea can

openly pr"teSit in the street.s l(~ads me to the conclusion that South Korea

is truly democr:.\tic. Of cour1;H;, 1~'h~n freedom is abused by any group it is

the duty of the Governm~n'C to eS'cablish law and orc1er. One thing is certain:

such things do not happen in the states of some of the sponsors of the draft

resolu'l:iion ir! dOCUTll(::nt A/C .1/L.6''7 ...... and this assertion is incontrovertible.
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In dealing with the Korean resolution, what Africa needs is courage, vision

and independent action. Considering our past history, if tomorrow the majority of

this Organization becomes anti-African what will be our position? It is high time

we took a strong position against meddling in the affairs of other States. Colour

and/or ethnic hatred in history is the greatest in duration and intensity.

To refer to the text in document A/C.l/L.677 as a 'non-aligned draft

resolution" is a misnomer and it besmirches the good name of the Organization.

The founding fathers of the Organization of African Unity and the non-aligned

movement were men of indomitable courage and great vision. They faced all issues

on their merits and not on solidarity. When the Russians did wrong they told them

they were wrong~ when the Americans did wrong they told the Americans they were

wrong. They spoke not what other men thought but what they thought.* The problems

we face are great. Let us assess our priorities. Let us leave the Korean problem

to the Koreap peoples themselves and not meddle in their internal affairs.

We have spent our energies with unctuous rhetoric on the Middle East, Cambodia,

Vie"c-Narn and Kor-ea, instead of making serious efforts for the relief of drought

stricken Africa. Afro-Asian solidarity should induce our brothers in many places,

and in OPEC, to supplW us with the food and technical assistance that Africa needs.

What benefit will drought-stricken Africa derive from our replacing Lon Nol in

Cambodia, or from r0nloving the United Nations forces from South Korea? We neeu th~

friendship of all States to secure our freedom, and we car~not do that by meddling

in the internal affairs of one side or the other. Both North and South Korea are

our friends, and if we vote for the draft resolution in document A/C.l/L.676 it is

because we want to retain their independence and their friendship.

~~ If they were alive today they would reject the draft resolution'in
document A/C.l/L.677.
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Bloc voting is a bane, not a blessing, to our future. There are greater

problems ahead of us. The silent crisis of malnutrition is denying millions

~f sub-Saharan Africans the basic right to realize their full genetic

potential and full humanity.

The changing nature of the food problem calls for a major shift in

emphasis. If development is judged by social indic~cors, the people of

South-East Asia have progressed quite far. The quid pro quo relation

eventually may become an important part of 'any solution to the emerging global

food crisis.

The United Nations is going through a period of great disillusionment;

some countries are beginning to think that to achieve the hope of the founding

fathers is to defeat the ideals of its being and, by chicanery, turn its

principles into a nightmare. By a fortuitous majority we are inclined to think

that we have arrived, th~b our material problems are solved, and we pro~eed

to prostitute established rules and practices to win a pyrrhic victory. m1at

is most disturbing to some of us is that this is all done under an African

administration, both here and in UNESCO.

If the United Nations is to survive, its rules must be sacrosanct and

not be juggled by every ideological whim. An Organization without fixed

rules is like a ship without a rudder. Rules are the laws that have been

made for our guidance, and we must respect them and enforce them without fear

or favour.

Let me quote Chief Justice Earl Warren from The Makin~ of Justice, by

James C. Clayton, in chapter VI:

lIIn civilized life, law floats in a sea of ethics. Each is

indispensable to civilization. Without law we should be at the

mercy of the least superfluous. Without ethics law could not exist.

Without ethical consciousness in most people, lawlessness would be

rampant \ Yet without law civi~ization could not exist, for there

are always people who in the conflict of human interest ignore

their responsibility to their fellow man."
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It is my heart's most fervent wish that the members of this Committee

would reconstruct their thinking and vote for the draft resolution in document

A/C.l/L.676 on its merits and in the interest of the peoples of both North

and South Korea. It is precise and balanced, in both its preambular and

operative paragraphs. It leaves the settlement of the Korean question to

the Korean people itself, without pre-conditions. It recognizes the

necessity of continuing the present dialogue.

I reserve the right of my delegation to intervene again if the

circumstances so dictate.

Mr. DRISS (Tunisia) (interpretation from French): Yesterday, in

the course of his statement, the head of the delegation of the Democratic

People's RepUblic of Korea -- that is to say, North Korea -- voiced a resounding

warning in this hall. He said:

"If the United States troops remain in South Korea ••• the

danger of war will persist". (2035th meeting, p. 66)

Today we heard the representative of Liberia say that there was a danger

of war if the troops were withdrawn.

In our opinion, the situation in Korea is disquieting, and the danger

of conflict, great upheavals and war has not been dispelled. For a

country that has already suffered from the effects of the Second World War and the

Korean War, and has lived for many years in a state of uncertainty and

division, that is not a happy prospect.

Moreover, the question of Korea has always been a difficult one for

the United Nations: it has given rise to much trouble and dissension

ever since it was raised in the General Assembly in 1948, and then in the

Security Council. When, in 1972, we were finally told about the Joint

Communique of 4 July, we welcomed that news with great enthusiasm and,

during last year's debate on the question of Korea, at the twenty-eighth
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session of the General Assembly, we took note of the goodwill on both sides
~

and were able to arrive at a consensus which we hailed.

As mentioned in the First Committee's report, last year the Tunisian

delegation, together with a number of other delegations, submitted a draft

r~solution (A/C.l/L.66l), in the operative part or which the General Assembly,

while endorsing the substance of the consensus, nevertheless decided to

maintain the question of Korea on the provisional agenda of its twenty-ninth

session.

•
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At that time the t"TO <:1elef~ations preferrerl not to have the question

inscribed on the a."~ena.a for the t"tTel1.ty Mllinth session of the General Assembly,

and nol'1 here 'le are _ a year later J (US cussin~ the problem of rCorea I but idth

rathar diff~rent facts before us because i'Then i'Te listened iTith great interest to

the statelilents made by both sir.1es vTe heard their aT.meals. Ue (10 not "Tish to ,

l:lention any injurious vTords or \Fords that are consic1.ered not to represent the

truth or sincerity J ancl YTe should .. in all objecti vity; try to tmderst€ll'ld

the ];losition of both sides in the li@:ht of their state~~el'lts and ]'Ylemor~mda~

iT11ich are in docm.tents on file.

Accorclinp,; to :Jorth 'I~orea the reunification of r<:orea nust be carriec1 out

in an independent Jllanner iTithout any recourse to foreign forces ~ or at least without

thei r interference. Reunification is to be carriec1. out reace fully vTithout recourse

to arMed force against the other side. It is to be carriec1 O'lt by encoura~in~

great national unity so as to build a s~vcreign nation. overcoming existinB

differences of ideology and systems. These are, furthermore, the princiDles

contained in the Joint C01,U:lurllqUe of 11, July 1972.

For north ~~orea it is quite obvious that the South Kor<::!ln authorities which are

no,., in pOi.,er cannot rapresent the 'Hi 11 of the ueople of ~Corea. The Goverm,lent

of the Democratic People j s Rel')ub1ic of Korea proposed J inter alia,J increasin;"

the ntUilber of members in the Co ordinating Connni ttee a.nd invitin(t the

participation t~'lerein of representatives of all .social layers of the PODul~.tion

in the :tTortil and in the South. Also:. accorcul'lf, to iTorth leorea J any conversations

betileen the ~\Torth a11(l the South for peace can ta~~e ')ll:'.ce onlY if the United States

army i·,i·bhdrai...s froLl South r~orea. 'lorth lCorea iTants to have a T'leace treaty 'vith

the UL'litec1 States, to see the United Nations Cor.unancl (lissolvecl J and to have the

J!eace treaty ,replace the Armistice A~reement.

The fact that the dialor,ue between the North and the South is

marking time is, entirely the fault of the United States.

The conclusion then:l for theH J is that withdrawal of the United States troops is

necessary. The strate'w of i~orth Korea is very clear. it has been clearly defined.

First of all an,unconJitional withdrawal of United States troops.

South ICorea J for its part J reaffirms its COlillm. tment to .

the principles in the Joint Communique. South Korea adds that

North Korea J at the time of the signature of the Armistice
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Agreement, raised no objections to the presence of the United Nations Command

or of United States troops in South Korea. South Korea adds that the United Nations

Command and the United States troops are in South Korea at the request of the

Gover?ment of South Korea, and that withdrawal of the United Nations Command

is a matter within the competence of the Security Council. Nevertheless, South

Korea is prepared to enter into discussions on the basis of the general guidelines

set out in the consensus.

Therefore, in a manner of speaking, there is also for South Korea a mutual

defence pact between South Korea and the United States, so that the question

of withdrawal of troops does not arise. This, then, is a perfectly clear problem,

a very specific one, which seems to concern only South Korea, North Korea and the

United States, but in which the United Nations is involved and this is where the

problem interests us.

To what degree is the United Nations involved in this Korean affair? There

is the historical ~ide. I have examined the reply of the Secretary-General

regarding the troops stationed in Korea and my conclusion is perfectly simple,

and it is that the United Nations links with Korea are symbolic. They have been

symbolic since the very beginning of the matter, which was dealt with in terms of

the policy and interests of the great Powers. It is time -- after so many years,

and now that the United Nations, in spite of every criticism levelled against it

and every affront, is demonstrating to the entire world that it is a force, a

force for compromise, a force of moderation, and a revolutionary force which

drives towards tile solution of the major problems of our world -- that the United

Nations take seriously a problem such as that of Korea and tries to find solutions

Which will express not the opinion of a group, not the opinion of a faction,

but the opinion of the United Nations.

To this end there are two courses of action open to us: the course proposed

by the sponsors of the draft resolution in document A/C.l/L.676, which requests

that the matter be referred to the Security Council, and the solution proposed

in the draft resolution contained in document .A/C.l/L.677, which requests that

the question be the SUbject of a General Assembly resolution.
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We can vote on these two draft resolutions. Each has a more or less

equal chance of being adopted. We shall then have decided on a matter of war

or peace by a majority of two, three, four or five votes. Will that represent

the opinion of the United Nations? It will represent, as I see it, the opinion

of one of the two parties and the danger of unrest, of war, will remain whether

we adupt either draft resolution. Furthermore, our rules of procedure make

provision for the fact that peace-keeping operations must be dealt with in

a special way, whether they are dealt with by the Security Council or by the

General Assembly. Should they be dealt with in the General Assembly rule 83

of the rules of procedure is very clear: resolutions on the maintenance of

international peace and security must be decided by a two-thirds majority at

the very least. If we do not apply this provision of our rules of procedure

which meets a very definite concern, then there must be a very broad majority

in favour. The General Assembly must decide on a draft resolution by a

large majority.
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We have studied the two draft resolutions. We believe that they complement

each other,· since one defines the principles and the other the action to be

taken.

The delegation of Tunisia, in accordance with its desire to bring points

of view closer together, to serve the United Nations and to help in strengthening

our Or~anization, has prepared a draft resolution that it has communicated to

the two parties for their consideration, in the hope that, despite the differences

and despite the very hard -- I stress: very hard -- positions that have been

adopted this year, we can still achieve a consensus. And here I would appeal

to all the delegations, and particularly to the uncommitted and moderate

delegations, to act towards that end. Very frequently we adopt resolutions

because we do not have the courage to act in accordance with the principles of

the United Nations, because we do not have the courage, perhaps, to pursue our

consideration of questicns to the end -- either because we have no immediate

interest in doing so or because we are awaiting instructions.

But I think. that we have the duty to take action towards reconciliation.

Indeed, we must not forget that there are several million Koreans in North

Korea and perhaps even more in South Korea and that if there should be a war

it will be the Koreans, above all, who will be the victims. Hence, it is our

duty here at the United Nations to prevent the worst from happeninG by taking

well-thqught-out action, going forward in the direction of the United Nations

Charter, and re,"ardinc; the interests of the sr.;aller peoples as bein'" above thE=)

interests of the great POvTers, 'vhoever they may be.

I should now like to read out the draft resolution we have drawn up, so that

all the delegations may take note of it:

"The General Assembly,

"NotinG that the reunification of Korea has not yet been

achieved although over 29 years have already elap~ed since the division

of Korea into the north and tl:e Ecuth and 21 years have elapsed since

the establishment of the armistice in Korea,
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"Considering that the internal affairs of each country should be

solved by its people themselves on the basis of the principles of

national self-determination,

"Convinced that it is in conformity with the principles of the

United Nations Charter to encourage dialogue between the North and the

South of Korea on the basis of the three principles of independence,

peaceful reunification and great national unityconfirned in the

consensus adopted by the General Assembly at its twenty-eighth sessio~

on 28 November 1973,

"Further convinced that the wish of the Member States of the United

Nations as expressed in the last decision of the General Assembly can be

achieved only when adequate conditions are created to this effect.

"Recognizing that the dissolution of the United Nations Command and

the withdrawal of foreign troops stationed in South Korea under the flag

of the United Nations can facilitate the creation of those conditions,

Ill. Requests the Securit~r Council to examine the question of Korea

in order to dissolve the United Nations Command and to allow the withdrawal

of the foreign troops stationed in South Korea under the flag of the

United Nations, while providing arrangements to preserve the armistice and

to turn it into a peace agreement;

"2. Invites the parties directly concerned to take appropriate

measures to promote the withdrawal of the foreign troops stationed in

South Korea under the flag of the United Nations;

"3. Urges North and South Korea to pursue their dialogue in order to

accelerate the peaceful reunification of Korea in the spirit of the Joint

Communique of 4 July 1972j

"4. Requests the Secretary-General to present to the thirtieth session

of the General Assembly an exhaustive report on the question of Korea. 11

That is the draft resolution that has been communicated to the two parties. They

are of course free to discuss it.
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I am aware of the various positions of principle on this question. Some

wish the General Assembly to take the decision; others wish that to be done by

the Security Council. I am not so simple-minded as to think that the Security

Council is going to settle this problem. There is the veto; there are power

politics. But this draft resolution has the advantage, first, of keeping the

question of Korea before the United Nations throughout next year -- that is,

1975 -- and, secondly, of permitting us to examine the question again next year,

at the thirtieth session of the Assembly. Perhaps by then, as a result of the

consultations that are called fer, there will be a majority and progress towards

detente.

It is in the hope that our General Assembly will emerge from this debate

united and strengthened that I again appeal to all delegations to deal with this

problem of Korea seriously and in the appropriate spirit, in a perspective of

peace and not in a perspective of war and confrontation.
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Mr. MURRAY (United Kingdom): I declare at the outset a strong

personal interest in the item we are now discussing. I have stood on the

edGe of the demilitarized zone in Korea and in the early ~orldrJt stillness

looked across the austere but strangely beautiful hills of what the Koreans

themselves call "The Land of Morning Calm". To anyone so standing among the

gun positions, it must seem particularly paradoxical that the most heavily

fortified f'rcntier in the world, 'tvhich makes its way through those hills,

should lie not between two hostile nations with centuries of discord behind

them, but between the two parts of a divided nation, the ~enbers of which on

both sides of the line proclaim their desire for unity. And these fortifications

exist more than 20 years after hostilities ended. One cannot help thinking

that this must represent some kind of defeat for goodwill, sanity and common

sense. On a more mundane level, one cannot help thinking that it must be

some kind of reflection of the inadequacies of the peace-making abilities of

the United Nations.
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Indeed, one of the criticisms directed against our Organization is that

although the United Nations often plays a valuable role in the initial stages

of peace keeping, helping to bring about cease-fires, organizing relief work,

policing border zones to keep combatants apart and so on, it has been less

successful in the sUbsequent phase of peace making. Critics have suggested

that the result of United Nations action has been to freeze the existing

situation instead of resolving it. This, I suggest, is what many of us felt

might happen in the case of Korea. I do not want to belittle the importance

of what was accomplished in the initial phase: ending the shooting war, a war

in which both sides sUffered grievous casualties, and keeping the peace for

20 years. These were no mean achievements.

But the political climate in the rest of the world has changed a great

deal since 1953 and in the last two or three years we have had grounds for

hoping that in the case of Korea, too, we were beginning to move into the more

constructi ve phase of peace making. In 1972, we all welcomed the Joint

Communique issued by the Governments of the Republi c of Korea and the Democrati c

People's Republic of Korea whi ch established agreed principles for reunification

and provided the basis for the ensuing dialogue between Seoul and Pyongyang, to

which my Government attaches the greatest importance.

As the Committee knows, in 1971 and 1972 the General Assembly, wisely, in

our view, postponed consideration of the Korean question in order to avoid a

debate here whi ch might have provoked acrimony and thus adversely affected the

initial moves towards dialogue on the Korean peninsula. Last year we took a

further step forward when we adopted a consensus endorsing the principles set

out in the Joint Communique of July 1972 and urging South and North Korea to

continue their dialogue and widen their various exchanges in order to expedite

the peaceful reunification of the country, the ultimate aim of both sides.

When my Government began its review of the agenda for this year's General

Assembly, it held to the view that avoiding a debate on Korea was the right wa:y

to proceed. It continued to believe that the important thing now was to

encourage the t'tvO sides to get together and that a contentious debate here at
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involved.

The Janancse rc""'resantativ6 A~?DSSador Saito and others
• • •'vho have already spol~en J.n thJ.s debate have referred. to the lar.c;e measure

of agreement already reached. Ve all ar,ree that our :present aim must be to

encourage the dialvr,ue betiveen the narties ~ tmd n'y delec:ation re~rets that

thesc tallcs have not so far :croved productive. i'!e are also in a13reement that

the ultimate aim should be the reunification of Korea. by 'Oeaceful means.

We are thus at one on the final objective: i~1ere we differ is over the

timing and order of the interim stens. The allies of the Republic of Korea,

as a gesture of conciliatiol1, a3reed last year to the dissolution of the

United Nations Copunission for the Unification and Rehabilitn..tiol1 of Korea.
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But We c~nnot aRree to the United Nations callin~ for the withdrawal of all

forei~n troops from Korea, if, as would ap~ear from some of the statements

mp..r.1e durin~ the debate, this is meant to include thE' United States forces in

Korea under the 1954 bilateral defence ar,reefTlent between the United States and

the Renublic of Korea. T'le rer:ard this as interference in a hilateral matter

which is solely the business of the two Stat~s concerned. I neen not remind

this Committee that many Members of the United Nations are parties to similar

bilaxeral or multilateral agreements. This is their sovereign prero~~~lve

and it is not for us here to dictate to theM how they should exercise it. He

also cannot agree to the 'Precipitate dissolution of the United rations Corunand

before adequate steps have been taken to safer,uard the Armistice. Previous
I

speakers have exnlained -che le~al problems involved, stemmin~ from the fact

that the Armistice was siF,ned on one side by th~ United Fations Commander.

Accordin~ly, I need not go further into those matters. But I would on:y

stress that our attitude on this issue is surely both reasonable and prudent.

He express the hope in our draft resolution that the Security Council,

bearing in mind the need to ensure continued adherence to the Armistice Ap,reement

and the full maintenance of peace and security in the area, will in due course

~ive consideration, in consultation with the parties directly concerned, to

those aspects of the Korean problem which fall within its responsibility.

But 'the dissolution of the United Nations Command should be, and must be if

we are to act responsibly, considered in conjunction with arran~ements to

maintain the Armistice A~r€ement.

This is surely not an unreasonable proposition. We are not opposed in
,

nrinciple to the dissolution of the United TTations Command, but let us, to

USe a popular exnression in my mm country, llavoid thrmving out the babY with

the bath water I' . The representative of Indonesia, in his thcul1htful speech

earlier in the debate, su~~ested that:

O! ••• the T.\roblem rcvolvinl\ n.round the Dnitcd 'llltions Corr~~md should

be dealt with in a manner that will take due consideration of existin~

realities as well as the basic concerns of the two I<:orean Governments."

(2032nd meeting, ~.81)
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11 e 1'1ent on to say:

liThe absence of mutual trust in the relations betw'een the t"ro parts of

Korea l~~te it extremely difficult for them to reach concrete and meaningful

ac;reement. The existence of r:rea,t distrust betv1een them is a fact 1'1hich

must be taken into consideration if the Unitec. ~'!ations is to be able to

'Clay a constructive role. ij (Ibid). -
Those are wise words. Ambassador Anwar Sani, not for the first time

at this session of the AsseMbly, ho,s r;one' to thE: h<.:art of the T'la.tter. TTe ,.,ould

do well to heed 'his' advice. We have a grave responsibility towards the peonle

of Korea on both sides of the armistice line. They have made an excellent

recovery from the ravages and miseries of a cruel Har. ~'Te must not, by a

precipitate and ill-considered decision here at the United Nations, nut their

security at risk.

The dial03ue between the two sides must proceed in an at~osphere of

security. To promote this dialogue we must, in ,or. Rani's words, take into

consideration lithe existence of great di 9trust ". Each side has a deep distrust

of the other, of the other's intentions, of the other's allies, of the other's

social system. Each side is obstinately convinced that it alone is right. .~

anecdote may be illuminating. Some years ago I h~d oacasion to ask a

distinguished South Korean why it was that in the other divided country, Germany,

it had been possible to make considerable progres~ in mutual reco~nition,

contacts and trade, v1hile in Korp.:3. no such proere'~s had proved possible.
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I asked whether the reason was that the North Koreans were a particularly

tough and obstinate people. My South Korean friend looked at me for some

time and then replied, with what I thought admirable fairmindedness,

"Mr. Murra.y, all Koreans are particularly tough and obstinate people" _.- which

description, I thinlt, would also fit my own race, the Scots.

Those are facts that we have to contend with. Mutual fears and

suspicions in the peninsula cannot be eliminated in a day, and certainly

cannot be eliminated by the adoption of a resolution in New Yorlc -- although

I might well add in parenthesis that they could well be increased by the

adoption of an ill-considered resolution. We must recognize that time will

be needed, time and peaceful conditions. We believe that the Foreign Minister

of the Republic of Korea had the right approach ~¥hen he said:

"We believe that discussion and solution of practical and easy problems

would best serve gradually to eliminate mutual distrust and tension. And

when mutual trust has been restored and tension reduced, we will have

created the favourable conditions required for discussion of the more

complex matters. 1I (203lst meeting, p. 11)

During this session of the General Assembly there has been much talk of

dreams. From the tenor of our debates here it is clear that the peaceful

reunification of Korea must for the time being be regarded as one such dream; but

if 'coday I s dream is ever to become tomorrow I s reali ty ~ the best hope lies in a

determined effort to deal first with what Mr. Dong-Jo Kim, perhaps a little

optimistically, has called "the practical and easy problems".

vfuat can men of good will at the United Nations, whatever their political

persuasions, do to help? Certainly not make controversial speeches attacking

and distorting the positions of one side or the other and their allies. vTe

must set an example of moderation and statesmanship.

At this stage I should like to pay tribute to the representative of

Tunisia for the moving appeal he made only a few minutes ago to us all and
•

for the very obviously sincere and statesmanlike way in which he has clearly

been trying to bring together what he regards as the two contending factions.
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-

At any rate, we must all of us make it clear that we in this Assembly are

not impressed by diatribes which seek only to raise the temperature. He r,1ust

make it clear that we want above all to see early progress on the human, practical

issues of direct personal concern to hundreds of thousands of Koreans, ~dinary

people like ourselves. We want it to be possible for South Koreans to visit

long-separated families in the North. We want it to be possible for North

Koreans to come to the South by means other than a crampec, daffip and unco~fortable

tunnel under the demilitarized zone. We want to see housing~ trade, commercial

comings and goings" cultural and technical co..operation. That

is the way to dispel distrust. The draft resolution in document A/C.l/L.676,

which my delegation is CONS' ansoring is in that spirit. It is for that reason

that my delegation has been seeking the widest possible support for it •

•
Mr. UPADHYAY (Nepal): Expres'Sine; the satisfaction of my delegation

last year on the adoption of a consensus resolution on the question of Korea,

I told the Committee:

"We have been and we remain staunch supporters of the elimination

of all unnatural barriers that have been created between the Korean

people, so that they may play a vital role in the destiny of Asia

in particular and of the world as a Whole. We are only too eager to

see the 50 million people unified in a single nation State, which,

in our firm opinion, will be possible only through their own efforts.

No outside interference or counselling, including that of ~he United Nation~,

can be more viable than their own efforts, based on the principles

of national self-determination." (1967th meeting, p. 31)

Since then my country has est&blished diplomatic relations with the

Democratic People's RepUblic of Korea, as well as with the RepUblic of Korea.

A spirit of close friendship and understanding has been developing between

the Korean peoples on either side of the 38th parallel and Nepal. ~f~ have

always been guided by the desire to see the peaceful evolution of a process

that could defeat and nullify the so-called legacy of the cold war in Korea,

thereby making the creation of an independent and unified Korea a reality.
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The homogeneous people of Korea, with a long and great tradition of

civilization, were subjugated and brought under foreign rule in the first half

of this century. \fhile they were striving to gain independence and sovereignty,

the patrioiic Koreans suffered the worst tortures and miseries that foreign

rule can inflict upon the ruled. The end of the Second World War, which

brought about a wave of resurgence in most of the Asian countries, unfolded

a different and tragic drama in the Korean peninsula, where the political

and strategic expediency of the victors divided a people along an imaginary

line. vlliatever happened after that, whatever interpretations were made or

conclusions drawn, one thing is beyond dispute: the fact that the cold war

has perpetuated the division of Korea and its people since that time.
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My delegation has listened carefully to the previous speakers on this

question. However, there seems to be hardly any agreement even on the facts

of history. My delegation has no intention of starting any polemics,since

we have not come here to take sides. He have come here to help, if we may,

in our own modest way to achieve the solution of the problem that is

plaguing a vital region of Asia.

In trying to look towards the solution of the problem we have before us

three basic situations. The first is the situation of the present state of

affairs with a divided Korea brought about and perpetuated by the Armistice

Agreement of 1953 which, accordine to its supporters, is the only possible

arrangement that could ensure continued peace and security in the Korean

peninsula. This formula perpetuates the division of Korea, with the continued

presence of foreign troops under the United Nations flag in South KOJ:'ea. No

solution which aims at the perpetuatio.n of t.he di vision of Korea backed by a

military .rrangement is any longer acceptable since both the Korean peoples

have expressed their willingness, through the historic North-South Joint

Communique of 4 July 1972, for a unified and independent Korea to be achieved

by peaceful means without recourse to arms and without outside interference.

So the North-South Joint Communique, which seeks the peaceful unification

of Korea, presents us with a new situation. The Communique ex~resses the

genuine desire of both the Koreas for peaceful reunification without any

outside interference. 'ihat we have to consider now is whether the continued

applicability of the provisions of the Armistice Agreement can help to bring

about the realization of this genuine desire for reunification.

There is, again, the consensus decision adopted by the General Assembly

last year. This consensus formula incorporates all the principles enunciated

in the Joint Communique of 4 July 1972: namely, the independent and peaceful

reunification of the country without reliance on outside force or its

interference and without recourse to the use of force against one another. It

also emphasizes the need to promote great national unity, and to that end

expresses the hope that both SOl~h and North Korea will continue their

dialogue.
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•
The question before us is the achievement of an independent and peaceful

reunification of Korea without reliance on outside force and its interference.

In other words, it is a question of the peaceful transformation of a divided

country into a unified one with a single entity. The need of the time is for

reconciliation and the continuation of dialogues between the two Korean

peoples, c~cause we believe that the Korean peoples themselves should

be allowed to seek ways. and means for the peaceful reunification of

Korea. We are therefore:of the opinion that every possible effort should

be r.:ade ly the United Nations aimed at the realization of the long.·

cherished desire of the 50 million Korean people to be united as one sinele

country.

If the United Nations espouses the caU$e of peaceful unification, it is

time to take a more positive and realistic approach. My delegation is not

quite convinced as to how peaceful reunification without outside interference

can be achieved so long as foreign troops under United Nations command continue

to remain in one part of Korea. Therefore my delegation feels that in the

over-all interest of the peaceful unification of Korea the United Nations

should be prepared to review the role of the United Nations Command in Korea.

We should not hesitate to take a step that entails the withdrawal of foreign

troops stationed in Korea under United Nations Command, thereby paving the way

for truly peaceful unification without outside interference.

Such a withdrawal of forces might create apprehension in some quarters

that peace and stability might be endangered. But, at a time when we talk so

much about detente, should we not have a more positive, bold and forward-looking

attitude towards the solution of this problem? Can we not let the 50 million

Korean people enjoy the fruits of detente? Moreover, both sides have solemnly

undertaken not to have recourse to the use of arms against each other and not

to rely on foreign troops and their interference in the reunification task.

Why should we not believe this solemn undertaking by both sides?

However, in order that such withdrawal should not give rise to too great

or unnecessary fear and suspicion, certain measures should be taken that would

ensure peace and stability and at the Sailie time contribute to the realization

of the peaceful unification of the two peoples. An arrangement under the aegis

of the United Nations for a peace agreement or non-aggression pact between
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South Korea and North Korea is one possibility. This move could be followed

by a firm and solemn guarantee by the big Powers strictly to observe and

respect the agreement between the two sides and not to take any action that

might endanger the agreement. A similar guarantee should be given by the

States in the region. These are some of the possibilities which my delegation

feels could pave the way for the eventual peaceful reunification of Korea.

Before concluding, my delegation would like to state that the United

Nations should not take any hasty or unwise action that might endanger or

jeopardize peace and security. At the same time, my delegation is ever more

convinced that the time has come for a forward-looking approach towards

settling the question of Korea. We should strive to develop a positive, not

a negative, attitude in this regard.

At this stage, I should like to assure my friend the Ambassador of

Tunisia that my delegation is willing to study and consider the draft

resolution Which he has just put verbally to the Committee and will give

its reaction in due course.

The CHAIRMAN (interpretation from Spanish): Before adjourning the

meeting, I should like to announce that the delegations of Barbados, Gabon,

Grenada, Oman and Panama have joined the list of sponsors of the draft

resolution in docu~ent A/C.l/L.676/Rev.l.

The meetin~ rose at 1.25 p.m.


